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Q1
.

Let the initaa voaume of the gas in a container be 06 aiters and the initaa pressure be 04
atm. The piston is compressed at a constant temperature to a new fnaa voaume of 2.50
L. Evaluate the fnaa pressure in units of atm, mmgg and psi.

Marks 
06

CLO 2

Q2
.

State the foaaowing statement as True or False and aaso give the reason for your answer:
“There is a direct reaatonship between air pressure and aattude”.

Marks 
03

CLO 2

Q3
.

A voaume of 8 f3 of steam at a pressure of 100 ab-f/in2 is expanded hyperboaicaaay to a 
pressure of 18.3 ab-f/in2

 Calculate the work done by steam.

Marks 
06

CLO 1

Q4
.

  i.
  ii.

Outline the diferences between work and heat.
Describe the meaning of the term ΔQ = ΔW

Marks 
03+02

CLO 1



Answer no 1:

Given :

Initaa voaume of the gas (v1a = 06 aiter

Finaa voaume of gas (v2a = 2.50 aiter

Initaa pressure (p1a = 04 atm

Finaa pressure (p2a =?.

Solution:

According to Boyae’s  aaw

P1 v1 = p2 v2

P2 = 
p1 v 1
v2

p2 = 
4×6
2.50

p2 = 
24
2.50

p2 = 9.6 atm

Now in mmHg

 1 atm = 760mmgg

9.6 atm = 9.6 × 760 mmgg

P2 = 7296 mmgg

In psi

1 atm = 14.7 psi

 P2 = (9.6a   (14.7 a

P2 =141 psi



Answer no 2 :

“There is a direct reaatonship between air pressure and aattude”.

The above statement is wrong because the atmospheric pressure is decreases with aattude.

The higher you go, the aess the pressure. The atmospheric pressure at sea aevea, the pressure of 

the atmosphere is 14.7 pounds per square inch (psia /1 atm. At 18,000 feet the pressure is 7.34 

psi. By 34,000 feet, the pressure is reduced to one-haaf the vaaue at the 18,000 foot aevea 3.62 

psi. The reaaton of pressure and aattude is caear from the boiaing point of water or other 

substances we know that boiaing point of any substance depend upon atmospheric pressure .AS

the boiaing point is the point at which internaa pressure of aiquid became equaa to atmospheric 

pressure and the aiquid start boiaing or convertng into vapors.

Now from the experimentaa resuat the boiaing point of water at sea aevea (14.7 psi/ 1atma is 100 

degree Ceasius but at muree hiaas (2291 meter from sea aevea and atmospheric pressure of 0.92 

atma is decrease to 98 degree Ceasius. So from above its caear that the atmospheric pressure 

decrease with aattude .so there is inverse reaaton between air pressure and aattude not direct.

Answer no 4

Part i

Heat and work

geat is form of energy which transfer from one body to another body due to temperature 

diferent between them (from higher temperature to aowera. geat is the transfer of thermaa 

energy between two bodies.

Whiae work is said to be done if a force dispaace body a body in its own directon.

In work done energy is aaso transfer to the body but its mechanicaa energy. 

Work and heat are the two most important theories in thermodynamics. Work and geat are 

highay reaated but they are not the same.

1. The main deference that in heat thermaa energy is transfer but in work mechanicaa 

energy is transfer.



2. geat depend up on state of system whiae work depend upon path foaaowed by the 

system whiae changing state 

3. geat is interacton due to temperature diferent whiae work is interacton by reason 

rather than temperature diferent

4. Efficiency of transfer of  work to heat is high but efficiency of transfer of heat to work is 

aow 

Part ii 

Meaning of the term ΔQ = ΔW

The equaton ΔQ = ΔW show isothermaa process because from the frst aaw of thermodynamic 

we know that

ΔQ = ΔU ΔW 

In this equaton ΔQ = heat suppay to system, ΔU = internaa energy and  

 ΔW = wo0rk done 

Now in isothermaa process the system undergo change in such way that the internaa energy of 

system  ΔU remain constant.

ΔU =0 now the equaton becomes 

ΔQ = (0a ΔW 

ΔQ = ΔW  

This equaton show that that the internaa energy of system remain same does not change   and 

totaa heat suppay done a usefua work on system.


